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What is Fair Trade?What is Fair Trade?What is Fair Trade?
Fair Trade Certified defined fair trade

as a "global movement made up of a

diverse network of producers,

companies, consumers, advocates, and

organizations putting people and planet

first". 

In other words, Fair Trade consists of

producers who create products that are

environmentally-friendly and sustainable

because they believe in saving our planet

whilst also providing for the people, and

consumers that believe that our planet must

be our priority when buying products. 
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Fair Trade USA

This label signifies that the product has been certified by

SCS Global Services. Fair Trade USA is a nonprofit

organization that works to help consumers achieve a "Fair

Trade Lifestyle" through ethical consumption. There are

various logos for this label, so look out for this!

The fair trade products seen above all contain

different labels. These labels can confusing for

consumers, so here is a quick explanation of the 3

most popular certifications!

Fair Trade International (America)

This label signifies that a fair cost has been paid

to small farmers, and a Fair Trade Premium has

been paid for social and environmental justice

works in the region. Certified by FLOCERT.

Products available in 120 countries. 

Fair for Life 

This label signifies that the product was created in an

ethical  relationship between consumer and seller! This

label certifies that every step was in compliance with fair

trade and nonprofit standards. They also certify entire

companies through the Institute of Marketcology (IMO). 
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The article that resonated with us the most is titled,

"Blazing Trails:  an Interview with Esperanza Dionisio

Castillo," and it resonated with us because we really

were drawn by the women empowerment created by

the teamwork between the cooperative and The

Women's Committee

The Pangoa Coffee Cooperative produces coffee as

the name suggests.

Fair trade has affected their life by allowing for greater

job security.

really loved her story because it shows how strong and

powerful women can be: able to get them out of a debt 

also effectively leading the group through the

transition to fair trade allowing for the success they

have now 



Questions forQuestions forQuestions for   
AudienceAudienceAudience

2

What did you 

learn about Fair

Trade?

3

Is purchasing 

Fair Trade

something that

could be a part of

your lifestyle?

How can one support fair working

conditions, even if not always 

able to afford or find Fair 

Trade products all 

the time?

4

1

What

did they know on 

the topic prior?



AAAnswers from Onenswers from Onenswers from One
Audience MemberAudience MemberAudience Member

3

I think it can be part of my

lifestyle. I am already doing

50 things while I shop.

 I will be aware of what I 

consume

1

Nothing 

2

I learned the definition of fair

trade and the labeling of fair

trade and to make sure to look

for it- *nods* I love Ben and

Jerry's .

4
You can advocate for companies

to become fair trade, hit up trader
Joe's and send them some emails

and write some legislation that
requires some sort of fair 

trade products.



The article that resonated with us the most is titled, "Blazing Trails:  an Interview with Esperanza Dionisio

Castillo," and it resonated with us because we really were drawn by the women empowerment created by the

teamwork between the cooperative and The Women's Committee. The Pangoa Coffee Cooperative produces

coffee as the name suggests. It initially transitioned to the fair trade market in around 2006 and began including

sustainable aspects such as organic fertilizers, microorganisms and composts. Fair trade has affected their life

by allowing for greater job security. Before their transition, a drop in coffee price could be detrimental as it is

for many conventional agriculturists, but now they are protected by the extra price cushion due to their fair

trade practices. I really loved her story because it shows how strong and powerful women can be. She was not

only able to save the cooperative upon her introduction to the management position, she was also able to

continue to succeed despite the treatment she received from the experienced male farmers. They did not

believe that a woman was able to lead a cooperative and she was able to prove them all wrong by getting out of a

debt issue created by the poor management and lack of protections before she was hired, and also effectively

leading the group through the transition to fair trade allowing for the success they have now and being the

manager for 20 years even though the plan was initially to work there for one. 
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Caption: Support fair trade products!


